
WINTER BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2023-24 

CLASS – IV 

ENGLISH 

For reading at home every day. 

 Helen Keller (remember it’s new words) 

 The scholar’s mother tongue (remember it’s new words) 

 The giving tree (remember it’s new words) 

For writing at home 

1. Write about an animal who takes loads on it’s back. 

2. Write few lines about your best friend. 

3. Make 10 sentences by using a and an (each 5) 

4. Write the plural form of given below. 

S. No Words S. No Words 

1 Duck,  2 Match 

3 Fox 4 Lion 

5 Donkey 6 Baby 

7 Knife 8 Leaf 

9 Dish 10 Ox 

11 Class 12 Mouse 

5. Write the opposite words given below. 

Slow Fear Friend 

Bright Happy Laughing 

Inside Tall Heavy 

6. Write the appropriate adjective in the blanks. 

a. The ice-cream is ----------------------. 

b. The sky is ----------------------. 

c. Rizwan is tall but Asif is ------------------------. 

d. The -------------------------apples are good for eating. 

e. The shape of a box is ---------------------. 

HINDI 

1. Learn all the chapters which has been taught in the II term from C.W, H.W and Hindi book  

2. Daily read 1 page from hindi book. (daily get sign from your parents with date)  

3.Daily write 1 page hindi handwriting in rough note book. (daily get sign from your parents 

with date) 

EVS 

 Learn all the chapters which has been taught in Term II from Class work and text book. 

 Make an album of the parts of plants that we eat. (Roots, Stem, Leaf, Flower, Fruit, etc) 

MATHEMATICS 

1.Write and learn tables from 1 to 15. 

2. Find the dimensions of your mathematics textbook. 

3. Find out the product of the following.  

a) 46 x 15   b) 325 x 9   c) 525 x 8 

4. Find out the quotient of the following.  

a) 112 ÷ 4    b) 246 ÷ 6   c) 343÷ 7 


